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Abstract 
Foam materials play an important role in several industrial fields, especially in life science engineering, the texture 
and flavor release of food products is of major importance for taste, food quality and product acceptance by the 
consumers. Under the influence of heat, material characteristics of cereal based foam changes according to a chain of 
physical and biochemical processes including structural transformation, phase changes and the development of color 
and flavor. In the proposed material, surface color and flavor develop temperature dependent according to the 
Maillard reaction. The present research focuses on the flavor development in cereal based foams under thermal 
treatment and modeling the corresponding chemical reaction kinetics by the use of 3-D-Lattice-Boltzmann-Methods 
(LBM). The pathway for the development of the primary compound, 2-Acetyl-1-pyrroline, accounting for the typical 
aroma of the proposed products, is modeled according to a simplified reaction kinetic approach [1]. In addition, the 
heat flux through the material is modeled by introducing two differing thermal diffusivities for solid phases and 
gaseous phases, respectively. The results show the temperature dependent flavor formation occurring mainly in the 
boundary layer of the model foam material due to the higher temperature (T ~ 150°C) compared to the inner product 
(T ~ 100°C).  
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1. Introduction 
In food systems, flavor development is of main impact on the quality of the final product. Concerning 
cereal based foams, the primary flavor compound accounting for the characteristic roast aroma in the 
crust is 2-Acetyl-1-pyrroline and is formed under the influence of heat [2]. Main precursor of this 
compound is 1-Pyrroline, which is formed due to Strecker degradation from proline and ornithine [3]. In 
white bread ornithine takes the major contribution of the 2-Acetyl-1-pyrroline formation since this amino 
acid is produced by the present yeast required for the development of the typical porous structure of the 
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material. Nonetheless, since the reaction kinetics are highly depending on the present temperature, a 
sophisticated insight in the temperature distribution of the proposed material is the matter of interest. The 
foamy structure of the material may lead to the expectation that the pores in the foam act as a barrier on 
heat conduction due to the insulating properties. But in the presence of free water the opposite is the case, 
exposure to heat yields to inner product cyclic evaporation-condensation processes in the gaseous phase, 
resulting in an increased heat transfer compared to simply conduction through the solid parts surrounding 
the pores [4]. A side effect of the previous elaborated heat transfer process is the development of a 
temperature plateau of maximum 100 °C in the inner product due to evaporation condensation [5], 
contrary, in the boundary layer the fast water flux to the surrounding yields to a temperature formation 
tending towards the heating temperature [6]. Certainly, the temperature difference influences the 
development of flavor compounds since these chemical reaction kinetics are mainly temperature driven. 
Flavor development is depending on the Maillard reaction, and several researches were carried out in the 
past to model these processes [7], [8]. Multiresponsemodeling has shown to be a powerful tool to estimate 
kinetic parameters of the reactions and was applied to model a glucose/glycine Maillard reaction pathway 
[9]. The results gave a more precise insight in the reaction paths of glucose and glycine and it could be 
shown that for quantitative considerations this path is insignificant. Nonetheless, fitting the model with 
experimental data may be helpful to gain missing kinetic parameters as rate constants and activation 
energies, but for predictive modelling the numerical procedure should be independent of a fitting 
procedure. Since the applicability of kinetic models is highly depending on the food system, a SWOT 
analysis was performed to figure out the Strengths, Weakness, Opportunities and Threats of the predictive 
modeling of flavor formation due to the Maillard reaction [10]. The SWOT analysis showed on the one 
hand, that the modeling supports the understanding as well as the quantitative prediction of 
flavorformation, on the other hand, the analysis indicates the problems in convert from simplified 
approaches to real food systems and the diversity of research results in current literature. Based on this 
study, the main objective proposed for further work was the coupling of reaction kinetics and 
thermodynamics [10]. To combine chemical transformations with models for physical heat and mass 
transfer, a model for bread baking was developed including kinetic models for starch gelatinization and 
surface browning [11-13]. The results showed that the model gave valid predictions of the experimental 
determined trend for surface color, but requires further validation and improvement [13]. To predict heat 
and mass transfer phenomena, Ha et al. developed a model for pyrolysis and evaporation in a flavor 
generating cellulosic porous media [14]. Navier-Stokes equations were applied to model momentum and 
heat transfer mechanisms in 2-D by the use of a commercial computational fluid dynamics (CFD) code 
and to model the pyrolysis, a single-step multi-reaction model was applied to describe the kinetics based 
on the functional groups of the cellulosic material [14]. The main drawbacks are the 2-dimensional 
continuum description of processes occurring in the micro-scale. A more appropriate consideration to 
gain realistic insight in the phenomena is to model the processes in 3-dimensions. Furthermore, going 
below the length scale range of 100 μm, the Navier-Stokes equations fail and their application is not 
recommended [15]. The complex multi-physicochemical processes require a modeling approach 
applicable to cover the chemical reactions occurring as interfacial phenomena at micro-scale in 
combination with implementing phase-transition phenomena and structural changes. The LBM developed 
as a powerful tool to model such complicate processes occurring in micro-scale at different time- and 
length scales simultaneously [16]. Furthermore, this method proved its applicability to model chemical 
reaction kinetics [17-20]. Objective of the present study is the simultaneous modeling of thermal flux 
through a porous media and modeling the corresponding temperature dependent multi-chemical reaction 
kinetics. As model system, cereal based foam is exposed to a thermal source, and the development of 2-
Acetyl-1-pyrroline, known as the main flavor compound in the considered material is modeled by the use 
of Lattice-Boltzmann-Methods [2]. Therefore a set of chemical reactions is developed according to a 
simplified description of the Maillard reaction [21], leading from the precursor amino acid ornithine due 
to Strecker degradation to the formation of 2-Acetyl-1-pyrroline [1]. 
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2. Materials and Methods 
The flavor development is modeled according to a simplified approach of one of the Maillard reaction 
pathways, following the formation of flavor compounds (D) due to Strecker degradation of amico acids 
(A), acting as precursors, having Strecker intermediate (C). The reaction pathway and the corresponding 
reaction kinetics are adopted from a simplified description of the Maillard reaction [21], and is shown in 
equation (1), with k1-3 as the reaction rate constants.  
 
A   k1    B   k2       C   k3        D                (1) 
 
The corresponding reaction kinetics are shown in equation (2-5). The set of equations describes the 
time dependent change in amount of substance, which is related to the reaction rate constant and the 
concentration of substance. 
 
][1 Akdt
dA                   (2) 
 
][][ 21 BkAkdt
dB                  (3) 
][][ 32 CkBkdt
dC                  (4) 
 
][3 Ckdt
dD                   (5) 
The formation of chemical compounds due to the Maillard reaction is influenced by several 
environmental properties as temperature, pH, water content and the composition of the food system [10]. 
In chemical reactions, the quantitative temperature dependence of the reaction rate constant can be 
described bythe equation ofArrhenius, equation (6).  
 
RT
EA
eAk

 *                              (6) 
 
The temperature dependence of the reaction rate constant k is upon the frequency factor A, the 
activation energy EA, the universal gas constant R and the absolute temperature T. The present study 
focuses on the temperature dependence of flavor formation and the reaction rate constants are 
implemented in the modeling algorithm according to the Arrhenius equation (6). Kinetic parameters are 
adopted from published data [21]. 
 
Fig. 1.Computational domain, including the foam, surrounded by a heat source
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The developed chemical reaction kinetics (2-5) are considered for a model cereal based foam system 
exposed to a thermal source, and the temperature dependent flavor development in the heated material is 
numericallymodeled by LBM. Therefore, the computational domain, is partitioned into three different 
phases, the foamy material consisting of a solid phase with gas bubbles inside, both surrounded by the 
heating atmosphere, shown in Fig. 1. This domain is subdivided by a lattice having 125000 nodes, a 
single lattice element including the velocity vectors of the used D3Q19 LB model is shown in Fig. 2. The 
discretized Boltzmann equation is shown in equation (7), where f represents the particle distribution 
function, S is the substance, i is the direction vector and  is the collision term. In presence of chemical 
reactions, the collision term can be rewritten as shown in equation (8). 
Fig. 2. 3-D lattice, including 19 velocity vetors of the D3Q19 LB model 
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                                                                                                    (8) 
 
The first term of equation (8) contributes to the collision of particles described by a single relaxation 
time model according to Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook [18], whereas the second term contributes to the 
chemical reaction. The collision of particles is introduced by their relaxation towards the local 
equilibriumfi(eq), taking relaxation time Ĳ, see equation (9).  
 
 
                  (9) 
 
The local equilibrium distribution can be written in Maxwellian form, see equation (10), where wi is 
the direction weighting factor, S(r) is the substance, ê is the unit vector, ȣ is the macroscopic velocity, and 
c is the basic speed of lattice. 
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The second term of equation (8) accounts for the chemical reaction and is elaborated in equation (11), 
R can be rewritten as shown in equation (12) where k represents the reaction rate constant, ȡA the density 
and CA the concentration of substance A [22]. 
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In case of modeling the thermal flux, the second collision term can be omitted, and the LB equations 
for thermal diffusion, assuming that convection can be neglected, are written as shown in equation (13). 
 
 
     (13) 
 
The thermal transport through the material is modeled considering the differing thermal properties of 
the solid phase and the gas phase, respectively. The temperature dependent thermal diffusivity in the solid 
phase is 5 orders of magnitude higher in the gas phase filled with water vapor, compared to the solid 
phase. Due to that, heat transfer proceeds quicker through the void space of the material. Including the 
diffusivity in the Lattice-Boltzmann equation requires the relation of Wolf-Gladrow [23], see equation 
(14), which relates the thermal diffusivity to the temperature relaxation time ĲT. 
 
                (14) 
 
The diffusion coefficients of the proposed substances in the water phase are estimated according to the 
relation of Wilke and Chang [24], see equation (15) representing a modification of the Stokes-Einstein 
relation. With D as thediffusion coefficient, ੮ the association factor (2.6 for water), MW molecular weight 
of water, T is the temperature, VS molar volume of substance and ɻt viscosity of water.  
 
 
                (15) 
 
 
Finally, the full set of differential equations required for modeling the thermal flux in combination 
with the chemical reaction kinetics is shown in equation (16). The differential equations of the chemical 
reaction kinetics are solved simultaneously with the thermal transport equations (13), by the use of a 3-D-
Lattice-Boltzmann code. 
 
 
 
 
           
 
 
 
                (16) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The modeling procedure requires the conversionfrom real values to lattice units, and vice versa. In 
case of chemical reaction modeling, the dimensionless Damköhler number, see equation (17) is applied, 
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which represents the dimensionless reaction time. In equation (17), k is the reaction rate constant, C0 is 
the initial concentration of substance, n is the reaction order, and t is the time. 
 
1
0* *
nDa k C t               (17) 
For the conversion of the values from the thermal model, the dimensionless Fourier number, see 
equation (18) is introduced. 
 
 
     (18) 
 
The Fourier number relates the thermal diffusivity Į, depending on the characteristic time t, to the 
characteristic length l. The dimensionless numbers are used to convert the real values to lattice units by 
introducing a conversion factor (19), due to this relation each value of interest can be converted. 
 
ValueFact= ValueReal/ValueLattice             (19) 
3. Results and Discussion 
To illustrate the modeled results of temperature and concentration distributions, slices are cut off in the 
middle of the modeling domain after heating time steps, t = 0s (a/d), t = 1100s (b/e) and t = 2200s (c/e) 
and are shown in Fig. 3 (a-e). The flavor development is depending on the local temperature, and to get 
an insight of the temperature distribution of the material, Fig. 3a-c shows the temperature distribution 
whilst thermal treatment in the material. Initial temperature is 28 °C, and the heating surrounding is kept 
at a constant level of 200 °C. In the end of heating, the inner temperature equalises to a temperature of 
around 100 °C throughout the material, whereas in the boundary layer of the material a temperature of 
around 150 °C is reached. According to the temperature dependent reaction kinetics, the reaction rate is 
higher at increased temperatures, this phenomena gets visible in the accumulation of substances mainly in 
the boundary layer where temperatures are higher compared to the center, see Fig. 3 (d-f). 
 
Fig. 3.Temperature dependent flavor formation; a-c represent the temperature distribution [°C] and d-f represents the concentration 
of substance D [g/kg]
2
*
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The formation of substance D is following the chemical reaction kinetics as shown in equations 2-5, 
initial concentration of A (ornithine) was set to 7 mg/kg. The curve in figure 4 shows the increasing 
concentration of the modeled substance D (2-Acetyl-1-pyrroline) over time. In the beginning, initial 
concentration of D is zero, and due to the increasing temperature the formation of the flavor compound 
increases with time until a final concentration of 0.016 μg/kg is reached in the whole modeling domain.
Fig. 4. Modeled concentration profiles of substances D in the material 
 
The modeled results show the heat flux and the flavor development (substance D) through a porous 
media under thermal treatment, and show in a meaningful way how the flavor formation is depending on 
the local temperature. In this study, a simplified approach of the reaction kinetics is applied to model the 
flavordevelopment, further work should certainly include the validation of the numerical results with 
experimental data. The present model only considers ornithine as precursor for the formation of 2-Acetyl-
1pyrroline, since ornithine is the main origin, nevertheless, other pathways of the formation of the same 
final substance should be implemented to the model. Furthermore, the diffusion of the developed flavor 
compound to the surrounding is not considered in the present study, but will be part of further work. 
 
4. Conclusion 
The chemical reaction kinetics aremodeled by the use of Lattice-Boltzmann-Methods according to a 
simplified approach of the Maillard reaction kinetics. The modeled results show the temperature 
dependence of the flavor formation and therewith an accumulation of flavor compounds in the boundary 
layer of the product. The complexity of flavor formation and chemical reaction kinetics requests a 
simplified description of the process, nevertheless further work should include a more detailed 
consideration of the chemical reactions occurring under thermal treatment. The so far neglected 
secondary pathways for the formation of the same flavor compound have to be incorporated to the model, 
as well as the diffusion of the flavor compound to the surrounding. Since flavor development is highly 
depending on the material, a detailed validation of the model is requested, and will be part of further 
work. 
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